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 the shining blade sharpens the mind 



 
dancing on the lip of time 



 
sudden shivers descend 



 
pacing the stave of memory 



 a remembrance leaping into octaves of chronos 



 
unleash this inattention fastened to the sound 



 
then the shadows fall 



 sad notes stroked and broken 



 carry me up to the light 



 a faint trace in time 



 a path that is no longer there 



 once was never enough 



 nothing could ever stop 



 light blazes a moment 



 
answering the beat without rhythm 



 
tugging the sleeve of time 



 
cast from the light 



 step on the sacred unable to compass it 



 unexpected fall into blind embraces  



 a quiet voice barely heard 
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the blunt scythe 
bruises the stalks 
the shining blade 

sharpens the mind 

sudden shivers descend 
plunging narrow streams 

never stepped into before 
and never out of since 

pluck the breath note 
slap and stroke the string 

unleash this inattention 
fastened to the sound 

sad notes stroked and broken 
forsaken signs on the page 

newly risen voices 
knotted swollen knuckles 

come see me come 
find me glance me 

behind you within you 
a faint trace in time 

shrill calls summon me 
bitter tastes follow me 

once was never enough 
nothing could ever stop 

what’s that hammering 
demanding to be let in 

again and again importunate 
tugging the sleeve of time 

whistle and I’ll follow 
pace pacing behind you 
leap ahead unexpected 

fall into blind embraces 

straight hair frames your 
face deep furrows mark 

the place of mourning old 
sorrows and new tomorrows 

dancing on the lip of time 
chimes with fresh designs 
quiet pulses abating 
with old reverberations 

pacing the stave of memory 
spontaneous time signatures 
a remembrance leaping into 
octaves of chronos 

bright disc of sound 
illuminate the room 
break open each stanza 
then the shadows fall 

carry me up to the light 
cave dwellers phantoms 
tellers of mythos whose 
shadows alert and burn 

step on step on step 
plucked from the night 
follow a path that is 
no longer there 

small tiny lost fogged 
clear small clearing 
light blazes a moment 
fades into the next 

thud thud thudding 
without any answering 
the beat without rhythm 
accused of treason 

memorial so tiny no one 
will see it step on the sacred 
unable to compass it 
cast from the light 

soft so softly soft 
a quiet voice barely heard 
whispers breath wraiths 
that bristle the air 
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This image/text series is built on the preparatory photographs for my work on 
people and place which focuses on the part of Oxfordshire in which I live.  

The places are St Mary’s Church Bloxham and the Rollright Stones near Chipping 
Norton. The people are those who have gone before, recorded in stone, and us as 
the maker or viewer of this work. An overlayed history from 3800BC via the 13th-
19th centuries to the present day. What would our ancestors make of us, our 
current concerns and what we have done with their legacy, I wonder?  

The suite is an unexpected departure which has resulted from experimentation but 
also a return to my image/text practice of the 1980s. I have combined short 
extracts from a poem by Colin Pink, Stelae, that stood out for me when placed 
with the reference photographs and ideas from my studio research. 

Daniel Goodwin 2021 

 

A stele is an ancient funerary monument and I conceived the poem as a monument 
to the composer Elizabeth Lutyens. Stelae is also a form of poem in a columnar 
format. This poem utilises two columns and the poem can be read in multiple 
ways, both down each column and also across the lines, or a combination, so it 
provides multiple readings.  

The short line quatrains, within the columns, were inspired by Lutyens’ late 
Triolet music (which itself references a poetic form) with the idea of replicating 
the musical effect of brief snatches of intense emotion and reflection.  

The poem contains embedded references to Lutyens’ music and her life.  

Colin Pink 2021 

 

An excellent rendition of Elisabeth Lutyens’ Triolets may be found at NMC 
Recordings: www.nmcrec.co.uk/composers/elisabeth-lutyens on download (MP3 
and FLAC and CD, entitled Elisabeth Lutyens (1906-1983) - Jane’s Minstrels. 


